
#226 - How Batching and Bags Can Get You Out the
Door

Hi there! Welcome to The Lazy Genius Podcast! I’m Kendra Adachi, and I’m here to help you be
a genius about the things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t! Today is episode 226
- how batching and bags can get you out the door.

A couple of weeks ago, I did an episode on getting out the door, and in gathering up inspiration
for that episode, I asked y’all on Instagram @thelazygenius what your biggest struggle was. The
answers fit into just a handful of categories, and we broke those down into separate episodes.
In episode 223, I talked about expectations and timing. Those are biggies. In episode 224, we
talked about when things don’t go according to plan, like when you’re just about out the door
and a kid has to poop. Again, so many responses about people pooping. And last week in
episode 225, we talked all about shoes, in particular figuring out how to get your kids to find and
wear them. The final category of what’s challenging about getting out the door is forgetting
something or maybe having everything but feeling like you’re forgetting something. So
essentially, our final category is stuff. How do we remember all the stuff? Bring all the stuff? Help
our kids remember and gather and carry all their stuff? And honestly this isn’t just about getting
out the door for a regular day. Any time we leave our homes, we likely are bringing stuff with us,
so having a strategy for that stuff can be helpful whether you’re going to the grocery store or on
vacation.

This episode is inspired by your answers as I said but was really given its wings by our honorary
Lazy Genius of the Week this week which I will share here in the beginning instead of at the end
- Courtney Cleveland. Courtney Cleveland is my personal travel guru. She is on Instagram at All
the Best Days - all of her links will be in the show notes - and Courtney’s mission is to help you
have your best day wherever you are. That means helping you name what matters to you about
your days, especially when you travel, and making that happen no matter what city you’re in. It’s
such a great concept, and Courtney was even a guest on this podcast back in 2020 when we
talked about staycations, so you can go back and listen to that episode. Plus she’s hilarious.
Legitimately one of the funniest people. Anyway, the point of bringing Courtney up now even
though we’re talking about getting out the door and not exactly going on a road trip is because
of how Courtney uses bags.

Courtney is a master vacation packer, and I want to use her method of packing for vacation to
help us get out the door with all the right stuff. And the magic of Courtney’s method is the
combination of batching and bags.

First, what is batching? Y’all probably know, and it’s also one of the 13 Lazy Genius principles
that I use in a lot of episodes and lay out in my book, The Lazy Genius Way. Which P.S. is
available in audio, ebook, hardback, and now paperback! Did y’all know that? It’s in paperback
now! So fun. Anyway, batching is essentially grouping or categorizing a task so you’re dealing
with one thing all at once. You already naturally batch laundry by washing all of your son’s



clothes in one load because they all go to the same place. You might batch making your own
lunch by cooking one pot of soup on Monday and eating it for the rest of the week. You could
batch buying and addressing birthday cards, loading the dishwasher all at once instead of
throughout the day, paying bills, filling out all the paperwork from all of your children’s schools.
Batching is doing or grouping something into a single category, task, or location all at once. Let’s
park on the location.

A bag is a location. A bag you pack for a specific task is like a location. You’re packing the bag
based on where that bag is going. It’s like washing a load of laundry based on where it’s going -
a kid’s room, your closet, the linen closet, whatever. A bag is a location, and you can pack that
bag based on where that bag is going.

Let’s go back to Courtney for a second. Courtney packs for vacation in the best way possible.
Every family member has their own duffel bag, so there is a single bag or single location for one
category of stuff. If you need to pack little Johnny’s socks, you know what bag those socks need
to go in - little Johnny’s bag. Everyone gets a bag. Other things that aren’t people also get their
own bag or bin. Shoes, for example, go in a single bin. Everyone’s shoes. Water stuff for beach
and lake frolicking and rainy days goes in another bin. There’s a snack bag, a fun bag, a laundry
bag. Basically every category has its own container. Its own bag. The stuff is batched by what
it’s for and/or where it’s going.

This is what I want you to think about for your daily efforts of getting out the door.

What categories of stuff do you need on the average day? Your basic essentials are probably
something like your phone, your wallet, your keys, and a mask. Those are the basics. What are
some other essentials you might want to add? Your Metro card if you live in the city, a water
bottle, hand sanitizer, your planner, your Kindle or a book, sunglasses, tissues, gum, a tiny
hairbrush, earbuds, you get the idea. Everyone has their own list of essentials, but if you can
make that list once - batch it - and then put all of those things in one place - a bag - you can just
grab the bag. No trying to remember when you’re trying to get out the door.

Now this particular concept, especially for essentials might feel kind of basic. Yeah, Kendra, we
know. That’s what a purse is for. Agreed. But a lot of you still struggle to find your keys or your
phone or your wallet. Having one place for those things, whether it’s the bag you’ll leave with
tomorrow or a little basket that’s next to your bag, really does help.

What’s interesting too is that one of the comments I often got on Instagram was the challenge of
changing purses, right? You do the work of putting everything in a purse, but then you want to
take another purse another day, and you no longer have your essentials. Some of you have
several purses that you rotate through, and not all of those purses or bags have what you need
all the time. So one way you can handle that is to have a small bag of essentials, like a very
small bag that can go inside your purses, and transfer it from purse to purse. Or maybe all of
your purses can have easily stocked essentials like tissues and gum and a clean mask in each
one. Now all you need to make sure you have are those non-stockable items like a phone and a



wallet. Then you just transfer those few essentials to whatever purse you need. Again, fairly
basic and not as necessary for a lot of you but worth mentioning.

However this concept can work for a lot of things that you might not have thought as much
about before.

This episode is releasing on Labor Day, the unofficial day that most pools close. All summer
long, we’ve had a pool bag. Everything we need for the pool - sunscreen, goggles, pool toys,
and towels have never left that pool bag. There is no other storage location for pool stuff except
that bag. That way all we have to do is grab the bag when we leave. There’s no gathering of
stuff, and it’s been amazing.

What about for running errands with kids? What do you always need when you do that? Maybe
it’s a handful of your reusable canvas bags, snacks and water bottles for you and the kids, a
little toy or book, a blanket or lovey for possible meltdowns at the end of the excursion, extra
pants for your toddler who’s potty-training, wipes because somebody always gets sticky. What if
you had all of that stuff in a bag ready to go, just for errands? Or at least you had a list on your
fridge of those essential errand things that you can consult as you fill a bag when you’re about
to go?

The point here is to group your stuff together by where you’re going or what you’re doing. And
maybe even keep that stuff in its own bag all the time, especially if that activity is repeated fairly
regularly.

I like to think of it like a decision: this is the bag for this thing. Whatever is in here is what I need
for this thing. I am batching my thinking and my gathering into this single space.

Let’s go back to Courtney’s packing for vacation approach: if you’re on a road trip and you stop
for lunch but it’s raining, you don’t have to search for an umbrella or rain jackets or wonder if you
got them in the first place. You have a container for water stuff. It’s already been decided and
you know exactly where to get what you need.

If you’re in the car and a kid is getting cranky because they’re bored, you can grab something
from the fun bag without rooting through a duffel bag that’s holding everything you couldn’t fit
into your suitcase.

If that same kid has an accident in the car and needs a new pair of pants, you don’t have to
open every suitcase trying to find where you crammed his clothes. You just grab his duffel bag
and grab his pants because this is the bag for this thing.

This is the bag for this thing! When you’re thinking about getting out the door for any type of
activity or kind of day, see what happens if you say “this is the bag for this.” And then fill that bag
with the right things.



We’ll be right back...

Let’s workshop this whole bag thing a little because it’s one of those ideas that you think “yeah
okay, Kendra, this is stupid” kind of like the episode on cleaning your kitchen in the right order,
but then you do it and want to bake me a pie or help me meet James McAvoy or something
because it helps you so much. This might just be that.

Okay so let’s say you’re going to work, and after work you are going to pick up your kids from
school. From school, one has to go to soccer practice, and the other is going to piano. During
those two events, you are going to the grocery store to pick up some groceries. Okay.

Now remember our phrase: this bag is for this thing. The kids are going to school. They have
backpacks, right? That bag is for that thing. Everything for school goes in the backpack. You’re
going to work. You might have a large purse you take to work that holds everything you need for
a typical work day - laptop, water, a packed lunch, et cetera. This bag is for this thing.

Okay, one kid is going to soccer practice after school. She needs a change of clothes, cleats,
shin guards, socks, maybe a towel, and a water bottle. This is a situation where personally I
would have two water bottles, one to put in the school bag and one to put in the soccer bag.
Why? The soccer bag is for soccer. It should hold everything your kid needs for soccer without
having to think. The school water bottle could be forgotten at school or simply left in the
backpack because no one thought about it. And even if that happens, your daughter still has
water for soccer. This bag is for this thing.

The other kid has piano lessons. What does he need for piano? His piano books. Maybe put a
mask in there in case something happens to the one he’s been wearing all day. But really for
piano, you just need your piano books. Now do you really need to put those in a separate bag?
Can’t they just go in your purse or in your kid’s backpack? I think no because then you don’t
have a bag for that thing. You’re going to forget. You’re going to be bustling around trying to
remember where you put the piano books and how many were you supposed to bring and
whatever else. I know it’s super simple and even simplistic, but having a small bag that holds
the piano music and nothing else beyond what’s needed for piano lessons makes going to piano
lessons easier.

Then you’re going to the grocery store during those practices and lessons. You have another
bag that might have a few other bags inside it for buying your groceries if you’re a reusable bag
person, your list and a pen if you make your list on paper, coupons if you use coupons, and an
extra pair of earbuds if you want to listen to music or a podcast while you shop. But everything
for grocery shopping is in that bag.

This bag is for this thing.

Here’s where this has some magic to it. Yes, it helps in the midst of the activity where you can
just grab whatever bag you need for whatever you’re doing and go on your merry way, but



where it really helps is in getting ready, especially if you get ready earlier than five minutes
before you have to leave. You can totally get ready five minutes before you have to leave, but
that means you’re likely choosing a more stressful situation. If that trade is worth it to you, do it.
Do it do it. I talked about that in episode 223. You get to choose.

But let’s say the night before, you say to yourself or to your family, “let’s pack our bags for
tomorrow!” You think about what everyone is doing. Backpacks for school make sense. A snack
bag for the car as kids and adults are transported to various places and might need some
sustenance might make sense. A bag for that practice and that meeting. A bag for the gym. A
bag for taking books back to the library.

This bag is for this thing.

The more you practice it, the more you’ll likely find it to be helpful. And it gives your family a
chance to pack what they need for a specific situation rather than you saying “do you have
everything you need?” That question gets you nowhere. Because what does your teenager or
second grader or husband really need? That answer is so complex. And how are they going to
answer that other than yes or no? Instead, you can be specific and say “do you have your bag
for soccer practice?”

Now let’s say you are filling the same kinds of bags for the same kinds of activities day after day
or week after week. You can totally have a list on the fridge of the essentials for that thing. That
way when you tell a kid to pack a bag for going to soccer practice, they can just check off the
things on that list. They consult a list which is a decision that’s already been made and batched
into one place. Make sense? So even if the bag isn’t always packed, like our family pool bag,
you can have a list of what always goes into a specific bag for a specific thing.

And even if you don’t have regular, repeated places you’re going or things you’re doing, the bag
language still helps. “Little Tommy, pack a bag to take to Grandma’s this morning.” And Little
Tommy packs his bag. The other great thing about the bag is that it’s a limiter. It contains what
you need for that thing, but it also keeps Little Tommy from taking his entire bedroom to
Grandma’s because he can only fit so much into this one bag.

Then you put all of your bags for the next day by the door, and everyone can breathe a little
easier. And even if you don’t do this the night before and do it as you’re leaving, you still have
containment and limits in your storage and in your decision making by saying “I need to pack
this bag for this thing.” It’s so much better than feeling a general “did I forget something?!” panic.

This bag is for this thing, and then take your bags.

Do it when you leave the house on a regular day, when you’re going on vacation, when you’re
visiting a friend, when you’re running errands, whatever you’re doing, try to add these two
phrases to your life vocabulary “let’s pack our bags for tomorrow” and “this bag is for this thing.”
I really hope this helps. My weirder ideas usually do.



And thank you Courtney for doing this so perfectly for traveling. Y’all, for real, go check out
Courtney for all of your travel needs. She did a reel about a month ago where she laid out her
vacation bag system to the vocal stylings of Brian McKnight. It was magical. She also has a reel
of how to jumpstart a car using a red jumper cable to the song Lady in Red. She is magic. Pure
magic. Helpful and truly hilarious. So thank you, Courtney, for being this week’s very special
Lazy Genius of the Week, and I hope her inspiration for vacation bags spreads into our bags for
everyday life. I’ve been getting out the door with “this bag is for this thing” for years now, and I
can vouch for how well it works in the daily usage. I hope it helps you too.

And that’s it for today! Thanks so much for listening, and until next time, be a genius about the
things that matter and lazy about the things that don’t. I’m Kendra, and I’ll see you next week!


